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Memphis Housing Authority 
Capital Improvements Department 

700 Adams Avenue, Room 107 
Memphis, Tennessee 38105-5029 

 

ADDENDUM NO. 4  
Issued: January 20, 2021 

 

This addendum shall become and form a part of the following solicitation: 
 

Solicitation #CI 21 B 00601  
 

Renovation, Improvements and Repairs for Memphis Housing 
Authority High Rise Units, Memphis, TN 

 
TO ALL POTENTIAL OFFERORS: 

 
This Addendum, including all articles and corrections listed below, shall become a part of the 
original solicitation package, and shall be considered in preparing your proposals. 
 
To ensure that all firms are given an equal opportunity to submit a competitive bid, copies of the 
Pre- Bid Conference meeting minutes, vendor’s questions and responses and clarifications 
regarding Solicitation # CI 21 B 00601 for Renovation, Improvements and Repairs for Memphis 
Housing Authority High Rise Units, Memphis, Tennessee are included herein. 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum by signing, dating, and including a copy of this 
addendum cover sheet in your proposal. 
 
 
Name of Firm: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: _______________________________________  Date: ___________________ 
 
Title: ___________________________________________
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MEETING MINUTES  

 
Date: December 29, 2020 
 
To: All Potential Offerors & Meeting Attendees (as listed below) 
   
From: Kelitia Dickson, Senior Project Manager, MHA Capital Improvements 
  
RE: Pre-Bid Conference  
Solicitation # CI 21 B 00601: Renovation, Improvements and Repairs for Memphis Housing 
Authority High Rise Units, Memphis, TN 
   
CC: David Walker, DW   Contracting Officer, MHA 
 Taylor Coleman, TC (by phone) Architect/Project Manager, Allen and Hoshall 
 Kelitia Dickson, KD   Senior Project Manager, MHA 
  
Two Pre- Bid Meetings were held at the Memphis Housing Authority Central Office in room 216 
on Tuesday, December 1, 2020 and Wednesday, December 2, 2020 at 10:00 A.M. regarding 
Solicitation No. CI 21 B 00601 for the Renovation, Improvements and Repairs of Memphis 
Housing Authority High Rise Units, Memphis TN 
 
KD instructed all attendees to sign the meeting attendance sheet. 
 
Attendance Sign-In Sheets will be attached in Addendum 5. 

 
The following items were discussed in the Pre-Bid and are listed as follows: 
 
KD: Welcome and Introductions 
KD: Instructed attendees to sign the sign in sheet legibly 
TC: Scope of Work overview by Allen and Hoshall. Scope of work includes mostly finish 
upgrades. MEP work is minimal, basically replacing what is there.  There are few occasions 
where we are replacing circuits and adding fixtures that don’t exist.  Four or five units in the 
entire package are gutted already.  Abatement and demo work will already be done before 
renovation begins. 
 
KD instructed bidders to hold questions till the end. 
KD discussed and explained the MHA Bid Process to Attendees. 
KD explained that any questions and/or responses given in today’s meetings are not binding and 
encouraged potential bidders to send all questions in writing. 
KD discussed and explained the bid form and answered questions from attendees regarding the 
bid form. 
 
KD discussed mandatory submittals, required documents for bid submission. 
 Legal Notice 
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 Invitation for Bid 
 Bid Form 
 Bid Bond 
 Representations, Certifications and Other Statements of Bidders 
 Previous Participation Certification 
 Qualifications Questionnaire. KD instructed all attendees to not submit  
 Non collusion Affidavit Certification 
 Debarment or Suspension Certification 
 Equal Opportunity Employer Certification 
 Drug Free Workplace Certification 
 
DW discussed and explained the HUD Section 3 Program 
KD discussed the HUD 5370 General Conditions for Construction Contracts 
KD discussed the following 
 Form of Contract 
 Special Conditions 
 Weather Delays 
 Davis Bacon Wage Rates 
 HUD 51000 Documents for Payments 
 Certified Payroll Requirements 
 Special Conditions 
  Working hours 
  Weather delays 
  MHA Holiday Schedule 
KD discussed the following project closeout documents 
 Certificate and Release of Lien 
 Waiver and Release of Lien 
 
KD reviewed and discussed the Division 1 Specifications 
 

Both meetings adjourned around 11:00 a.m. 
REVISIONS: 
 

1. The Bid Opening date for this solicitation had been changed to Tuesday, February 9, 
2021 at 2:00 pm. 

a. PLEASE DELETE IN ITS ENTIRETY AND CHANGE TO TUESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 16, 2021 AT 2:00 PM. 

2. The Question and Answer period for this solicitation is set to expire Tuesday, January 26, 
2021 at 4:00 pm. 

a. PLEASE DELETE IN ITS ENTIRETY AND CHANGE TO THURSDAY, 
JANUARY 29, 2021 AT 4 PM. 

3. DIVISION 1 SPECIFICATIONS 
a. PLEASE DELETE THE FOLLOWING IN ITS ENTIRETY AND REPLACE 

WITH THE ATTACHED REVISED DOCUMENTS 
i. Section 01010 – Summary – will be attached in Addendum 5. 

 
4. SECTION 3 SELF CERTIFICATION FORM 

a. Will be attached in Addendum 5. 
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CLARIFICATIONS: 
 

1. During the Pre-Bid meeting, it was stated that only the Base Bid total would be read 
aloud during the Bid Opening. 

a. PLEASE DISREGARD THIS STATEMENT.  ALL TOTALS WILL BE READ 
ALOUD AT THE BID OPENING. THESE TOTALS WILL INCLUDE THE 
BASE BID TOTAL, BID ALTERNATE 1 TOTAL AND BID ALTERNATE 2 
TOTAL. 

2. Elevator usage for material loading is defined as follows: 
a. Only the freight elevator, at each building site, shall be used for material loading 

during this project. 
b. Material loading times shall be from 6 am – 8 am and from 4 pm – 5pm on days 

designated by MHA. 
c. Any time lost due to elevator malfunction, at fault and/or at no fault of the 

contractor shall not impact the construction schedule in any way.   
d. The contractor shall designate an elevator operator during material loading hours 

who will be responsible for proper operation of the freight elevator. 
e. The contractor is responsible for protecting the elevator cab with quilted elevator 

pads and floor covering.  Pads and floor coverings shall be in place before use and 
shall be removed after use. 
 

 
MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY CONSTRUCTION CODE REVIEW COMMENTS: 

 
NOTE: The following Memphis and Shelby County Construction Code review comments shall 
be incorporated into the bid documents as if part of the original design documents. The following 
comments apply to each high rise building separately. 

Review Comments: 01. Plans tentatively approved pending submission of general contractor and 
contract valuation letter. 02. Be advised, all MEP work shall require separate permits from each 
of the licensed trades contractors before beginning work. 03. All renovations subject to field 
verification. 

 

QUESTIONS FROM POTENTIAL BIDDERS: 

1. Question: You had mentioned that the drywall in the bathrooms and kitchens in all units 
will be removed when we get there.  I do not see in the contract documents that they tell 
us to replace drywall in these two areas.  Please clarify. 

Answer: The bid form and drawings will be revised and re-issued in the next addendum 
indicating quantities of drywall to be replaced. An allowance will be included for the 
installation of drywall. 
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Please note: The replacement of fire rate wall assemblies are part of the base bid and shall 
not be part of the drywall replacement allowance.  A distinction will be made on the 
revised construction documents. 

2. Question: You had mentioned that the emergency calls in the bathrooms will be redone 
by State Systems.  The documents just say to reinstall existing emergency pull.  Please 
clarify. 

Answer: It is the responsibility of the contractor to replace all emergency calls and smoke 
detectors in all dwelling units. The contractor shall contract with State Systems for this 
work. 

3. Question: Section 01010 Summary on page 108 of the pdf says "removal and 
replacement of kitchen and bathroom plumbing fixtures and components" what exactly 
does this statement mean.  Are the water lines being replaced?  What else would be new. 

Answer:  Please refer to the REVISIONS section, Item 2, subitem a for further 
clarification. 

4. Question: Section 01010 Summary on page 108 of the pdf says remove and replace 
subflooring.  When I was out there I did not see any subflooring 

Answer: Please refer to the REVISIONS section, Item 2, subitem a for further 
clarification. 

5. Question: I am reading through the plans and specifications and it seems that there are 
differing counts on the number of units to be remodeled. On page A12.2 the count is (92) 
units, however on prior sheets the count is (94). Can you tell me what the total number of 
units that will be remodeled on Solicitation C1 21 B 00601 is?   

Answer: Following our second round of building walk-throughs the unit count will be 
revised and released as an addendum to ensure that all units are included. Some units 
have been added after the initial release of bid documents 

6. Question: It was potentially my misunderstanding that all units in the four towers will be 
remodeled in 2021.  Is that correct? 

Answer: The scope of work for this solicitation includes only the units listed in the 
contract documents.  Any additional renovations will be addressed later and in a separate 
solicitation.  The time frame for any future renovations has not yet been determined. 

7. Question: Barry Towers. Are only replacing/ repairing the walls that have been demoed 
in the bathroom and kitchen? 

Answer: The contractor shall replace all missing drywall per quantities given in the 
drywall replacement allowance.  The drywall replacement allowance shall be issued with 
the revised documents in the next addendum. The contractor shall prep all drywall in 
every unit prior to painting and finishing. 

8. Question: Barry Towers. A/C clarification 
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Answer: Refer to the contract documents.  The contractor shall remove the PTAC for 
drywall prepping and painting only.   

 

9. Question: Vencent. Wall damage allowance? 

Answer: A revised bid form will be issued in the next addendum including an allowance 
for drywall replacement. Quantities will be given in the allowance. 

10. Question: Vencent. Prep and painting all walls? 

Answer: This question is unclear.  Per the contract documents, the contractor shall prep 
and paint all walls in all units from floor to ceiling. 

11. Question: Jefferson. Green board ceiling over ceilings? 

Answer:  Drop in ceilings will be installed at Jefferson. Changes will be reflected in  
contract documents that will be issued in Addendum 5. 
 

12. Question: Will there be an allowance put in for the sheetrock taken out of the kitchens in 
each highrise, or is the only allowance going to be for the sheetrock that is that was 
demoed out of some of the random walls? If this does not make sense, I send pictures to 
help illustrate my concerns. 

Answer: There will be a drywall replacement allowance established for each high rise.  
This allowance will cover all drywall that shall be replaced. 

13. Question: Also, there is really no specification if there is any mechanical work (HVAC 
and plumbing work) done for this project. I'm assuming there is plumbing work, but is 
there any HVAC we need to worry about? Please advise. 

Answer: Currently, the MEP work being done is minimal. The extent of the mechanical, 
electrical, and plumbing work in each tower is represented in the drawings. 

14. Question: Will an exterior elevator be needed on any of these buildings to do the work? 

Answer: Refer to the Clarifications section of this document.   

15. Question: The time given to do this project is way too short.  The specs say that we have 
150 days to do the project.  I also read that the work should be done Monday thru Friday.  
So actual working days is around 115 days.  The base bid includes 94 units.  So we have 
to complete a unit every 1.22 days.  This is not reasonable.  Please give us adequate time 
to do the work.  If the alternate 1 is taken then 32 more units will be added.  Additional 
time needs to be added for Alternate 1.  If alternate 2 is taken then 59 more units will be 
added.  Additional time will need to be given for Alternate 2.  With liquidated damages 
of $500 per day this is a big concern. 

Answer: Refer to Addendum 3 
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16. Question: You had mentioned that one of the units in Barry will be gutted.  The plans do 
not reflect this. 

Answer: The plans will be revised and re-issued in addendum 5 that will reflect all gutted 
units. 

17. Question: We were told verbally that work in all units could be done at the same time.  
Please confirm this in the addendum. 

Answer: All units that are under contract will be ready and available all at the same time. 

18. Question: How will parking for general and subcontractors be handled. 

Answer: Parking arrangements will be established at each high-rise facility with the 
awarded contractor during the pre-construction meeting. 

19. Question: Could you add me to the list so I can get any future addendums as well? 

Answer: Yes. All pre-bid attendees will have any issued addenda sent via email.  All 
issued addend will be posted on MHA’s website and will be posted at Memphis 
Reprographics. 

20. Question: Borda towers doesn’t list how many of each type of unit will need renovation. 
Could you give me a count of each type? 

Answer: An addendum 5 will be released that indicate the quantity of units in Borda 
Tower 

21. Question: My electrical sub was wondering if he could schedule a walkthrough. He had 
some questions after looking at the plans and is hoping that if he can see the units that 
will clear things up for him. 

Answer: Yes, site visits can be scheduled with MHA. 

22. Cabinets: For our standard recessed panel doors we use a hardwood frame, but the center 
panel is veneer over MDF. Our cabinets are not veneer over plywood as called out. Can 
we substitute the Plywood with MDF?  
 
Answer: Plywood is more durable and moisture resistant than MDF and as these cabinets 
will be in high use areas, we believe the plywood will be more beneficial and longer 
lasting. Bid cabinets as per contract documents. 
 

23. Demolition: When rubber base is removed by others, if not removed properly they can 
damage the paper face of the sheetrock causing much repair work to be done. It would 
involve priming exposed paper, mudding to paint ready finish, & clean up. Will there be 
an allowance to repair such damages if they occur?  
 
Answer: This type of repair is part of wall prep. Prepping walls (from floor to ceiling) for 
new paint are in the scope of work for all units. A drywall replacement allowance is 
allocated for each building to cover drywall replacement. 
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24. Demolition: It was noticed that toilet and shower drain plugs where not used during the 

removal of existing ceramic floor tile/VCT/demolition phase. That is a critical portion of 
the demolition phase to avoid pluming issues. How can we protect ourselves from that 
liability in the event some drain lines are clogged prior to us commencing work?(toilets 
are not installed nor showers therefore no water is being flushed down p-trap)  
 
Answer: The contractor is responsible for cleaning any debris beyond the p-trap on 
sinks/showers and the closet bends on toilets. 
 

25. Demolition: The units we walked through together and during our own (scheduled) walk-
through we noticed some units still require demo work to be done. For example some 
units still have VCT flooring, fiberglass shower inserts, old cabinets, demo debris… Will 
those units be ready for us prior to commencing our portion of the project?  
 
Answer: All demolition will be complete prior to the start of this project. 
 

26. Demolition: Will there be an allowance for small demo work? To expedite the finishes 
part of the project we had discussed possibly including such an allowance. (To exclude 
any asbestos containing materials)  
 
Answer: No demolition allowance will be included in this project.  
 

27. Paint: What epoxy product are we using for the tubs and sinks?  
 
Answer: A Rustoleum product or an approved equal.  See the Division 1 Specifications 
for the protocol for requesting substitutions.  
 

28. Paint: Drawing Plan Notes call out for all walls to be SEALED, PRIMED, and 
PAINTED. Are you wanting all units to be primed with an oil based paint prior to 
priming & painting? Not a problem just want to clarify the “SEALING” part.  
 
Answer: The drawings will be modified to read “patch, prime, and paint”. This revision 
will be issued in addendum 5. 
 

29. Metal Stud Framing: Some walls need stud and track repaired due to rust or missing. Will 
there be an allowance for this portion of work? It is our understanding that the framing is 
done by others prior to us arriving. Is this correct? MHA shall determine allowance, if 
any 

30. Metal stud framing: If we are to perform framing what is the Metal Framer Rate? 
(CARPENTER excludes metal stud installation in spec wages)  
 
Answer: MHA will provide this rate. 
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31. Sheetrock: Throughout the four buildings there is sheetrock damage or missing boards. 
We had discussed at Pre Bid meeting setting an allowance for the sheetrock work. What 
is the allowance amount and how many square feet does it include?  
 
 
Answer: A revised bid form will be issued in Addendum 5 that will reflect quantities of 
drywall to be replaced. 
 

32. Gutted Units: Drawings are showing 5 gutted units only. Is that an accurate number?  
 
Answer: No. An accurate account of gutted units will be reflected in the construction 
documents that will be issued in addendum 5.  
 

33. Electrical: Some receptacles had paint on them. Are those to be replaced?  
 
Answer: Yes, receptacles, covers and light switches shall be replaced. 
 

34. Electrical: Some units have mixed color switches and outlets. Are we to replace all to 
match, if so what is the main color? Yes. Color will be specified in revised construction 
documents that will be issued in addendum 5. 
 

35. Electrical: Some PTAC units are missing. Will they be provided as soon as possible to 
begin acclimating the unit? (this is critical for the floor installation to prevent curling)  
 
Answer: Yes they will provided  
 

36. Baseboards: Drawings A12.2 Room Finish Schedule, all base materials are RUBBER OR 
CERAMIC. Specs (06-6300-1) are calling for a Veranda PVC Colonial Base with 
Quarter Round moulding. Which is the correct material to be priced and installed?  
 
Answer: Sheet A12.2 indicates that symbol “RB” on the drawings refers to the PVC 
Colonial Base with Quarter Round moulding, there is no rubber base specified in the 
drawings. Drawings will be modified to change the “RB” to “WB” to avoid confusion. 
 

37. Textures: Units having new ceiling texture sprayed, will they require a paint coat to seal 
the flat finish ceiling texture has? (All other units have had texture painted over)  
 
Answer: Yes, there will be a coat of paint applied over the new ceiling “popcorn” or 
“stipple” texture. 
 

38. Corner guards: What size, material, & color are we using?  
 
Answer: The general note is referring to a corner bead as opposed to a corner guard, 
drawings will be changed to reflect this. Contractor shall check specs with regard to 
corner bead. 
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39. Pay: Most subcontractors pay their workers as 1099 workers. They all make more than 

the wages called out in DBA. Can their payroll sheets reflect DBA wages, classification, 
and hours as 1099 workers?  
 
Answer: To Be Determined 
 

40. Mobilization: Can we draw a percentage for mobilization for each building or phase? If 
yes, what percent?  
 
Answer: Mobilization can be drawn after the contractor mobilizes on site. 
 

41. Plumbing: Are Licensed Plumbers required to change shower valves, kitchen faucets, and 
bathroom sink faucets?  
 
Answer: Refer to code enforcement requirements. 
 

42. Are there any required goals for the following: 

a. Section 3? 

b. MBE? 

c. WBE? 

Answer: MHA does not require any of these but suggests that the contractor works 
toward 30 percent participation for one of the categories listed above. 

43. There is a section 01400 Quality Requirements in the specs.  What testing will we be 
responsible for? 

Answer: To be determined. 

44. Section 01500 Temporary Facilities and Controls says that we are to pay for electrical 
power.  Will the power be paid for by the housing authority? 

Answer: Yes 

45. Section 08 3113 Access doors and frames 1.3 says that access doors are part of an access 
door and frame allowance.  I do not see this allowance listed.  Will this be from the 
"general allowance"? 

Answer: No. A door and frame replacement allowance will be included in the revised 
documents that will be issued in Addendum 5. 

46. Section 08 7100 Door Hardware says that the door hardware is by allowance will this be 
from the "general allowance"? 

Answer: See answer to question 45. 
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47. Section 09 5113 is for Acoustical panel ceilings, do we have any of this in our project?  

Answer: Yes, there is acoustical panel ceiling work in this job- see drawings 

48. Section 09 5113 Acoustical panel ceilings section 3.4 says for us to engage a special 
inspector.  Will this be required. The specifications have a spec for solid surface tops.  I 
do not see any solid surface tops in the job. 

Answer: A special inspector will not be required for this work and it will be removed 
from the spec and be released in addendum 

49. The specifications have a spec for solid surface tops.  I do not see any solid surface tops 
in the job. 

Answer: The solid surface countertops are currently only in the Borda units at the 
bathroom vanity tops. 

50. Please provide a model number for the stainless steel shelves shown on details 1 and 2 on 
sheet A12.2.  From a google search I could not find stainless steel shelves that would 
work in this application. 

Answer: The stainless steel shelves have been changed to plywood on shelf standards and 
the drawings showing this change will be released in addendum 5. 

51. The detail on 1/A12.2 shows a stainless steel rod.  Stainless steel seams to be overkill. 

Answer: Polished chrome plated steel will be acceptable for this application. Drawings 
will be changed to reflect and will be released in addendum 5. 

52. A1.4 under RCP notes says to see State systems plans for sprinkler head and fire alarm 
locations.  A1.2 note 31 says fire alarm work shall be done by others.  My questions are 
as follows:  There are not any state system plans.  Am I missing these sheets?  Will the 
work on these sheets be part of our scope since it says that fire alarm work will be by 
others. 

Answer: Yes, the installation of fire alarm devices is part of this scope. Fire alarm work 
will be done by State Systems under this contract. The GC on this project shall protect 
existing sprinkler heads and alarms during construction. It is the responsibility of the 
contractor to contract with State Systems for the installation of new fire alarm devices. 

53. A3.1 does not show where the unit numbers are located. 

Answer: The drawings have been changed to show unit locations and will be released in 
addendum  

54. A4.1 does not show where the unit numbers are located. 

Answer: The drawings have been changed to show unit locations and will be released in 
addendum. 
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** All questions and answers will be revised in the drawings and specs, as necessary, and 
will be released in addendum  

END OF ADDENDUM #4  


